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A flow behind strong shocks, forming around a re-entry vehicles during its entry into an atmosphere, is far from 

equilibrium and there are many physical processes affecting the flow structure such as vibrational-translational relaxation, 

dissociation, ionization, radiation heat transfer and other. Dissociation in this zone affects significantly the temperature 

distribution around re-entry space vehicle defining thermal loads on its surface. For space vehicle entering at the orbital 

velocity, ionization can cause “blackout” and block communication with a re-entry space vehicle. Accurate numerical 

prediction of all these processes in high-enthalpy non-equilibrium flows is an actual and challenging problem.   

 

There are two main approaches to simulate weakly ionized flows: kinetic and continuum. Direct simulation Monte Carlo 

method (DSMC) is one of the most effective methods for kinetic simulation of high-speed rarefied flows. DSMC method 

provides accurate description of a flow, however, it becomes time-consuming for flow simulation as an altitude decreases. 

At low altitude, continuum approach based on Navier—Stokes (NS) in multi-temperature approximation can be used for 

simulation of flows. This approach provides good numerical efficiency and appropriate accuracy of numerical data. In near-

continuum flow regime both DSMC and NS computations can be used, however, the boundary of continuum approach 

applicability is smeared and depends on flow conditions.  

 

Aspects of DSMC and NS simulations of weakly ionized air flows are discussed in this paper. A flow around RAM-C II 

capsule [1], entering into an Earth atmosphere at orbital velocity, is calculated by DSMC and NS methods for altitudes 

from 81 km to 71 km. Results of DSMC and NS computations are compared between each other and available flight data 

on electrons density. DSMC computations are performed with the SMILE software [2]. NS computations are performed 

with the ANSYS Fluent software coupled with user defined functions [3]. 
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